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Ofelia, the baignoire of the past.

                          Two Livingtec bathtubs on a metal frame, reminiscent of the ancient baignoire, reinterpreting its shape and meaning with a new spirit and an innovative material. Ofelia features a comfortable backrest and an edge that serves as a practical shelf.
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Marcel, elegance and essentiality.

                          Inspired by the sinuous yet rational forms of the Bauhaus and the elegance and essentiality of the production of furniture in curved solid wood and Vienna straw.
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                          Tiberio by Ceramica Cielo: elegant dialogue between ceramic and wood.

                          With Tiberio, the freestanding cabinet with integrated ceramic washbasin, designed by Andrea Parisio and Giuseppe Pezzano, Ceramica Cielo continues its research into essential geometries, elegant shapes and functional solutions.
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                    design Andrea Parisio, Giuseppe Pezzano
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                    Una gamma colori unica al mondo
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            Products

            Beyond all bounds, taking ceramic as far as it can go, telling its stories and evoking the emotional impact of color. Discover our products.
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            Configurator

            The raphic configurator is a useful and intuitive tool created for architects, designers and customers that gives the possibility to personalize the iconic Cielo collections.
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            Discover our latest news

          

        

        
          
                        
                
                  
                

                
                  New I Catini collection, design Andrea Parisio, Giuseppe Pezzano

                  Ceramica Cielo’s iconic I Catini collection, presented in 2016 in the three different variants Round, Oval and Double or Rectangular, is enriched with new exclusive solutions that define an increasingly distinctive space: the freestanding cabinet with the integrated Tiberio ceramic washbasin, three washbasins, a shower system, a pair of suspended sanitary ware and two bathtubs.
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                  MARCELwins the Archiproducts Design Awards

                  Once again this year Ceramica Cielo has won the Archiproducts Design Awards 2022 in the bathroom category: the fifth victory out of seven editions. Cielo reconfirms its leadership in the sector, capable of creating pieces that are unique in terms of design, elegance and functionality, a seal of the production and stylistic excellence achieved in recent years. Winning the prestigious award is Marcel, designed by Andrea Parisio and Giuseppe Pezzano.
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            Visit our Company

            Ceramica Cielo is 100% controlled by IBD - Italian Bathroom Design, leader in the design and production of high quality Made in Italy ceramics, whose majority is owned by the Mittel group.

 Cielo SoHo Showroom
 109 Greene Street, Suite 1D
 New York, NY 10012

            
            book an appointment
            (646) 930-2268
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